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Fig. 1. Top: Distribution of object samples in an interactive object learning
setting of different service robots. The robots represent the domains. ’O’
describe supervised samples, ’X’ unsupervised samples, empty ﬁelds missing
samples. Bottom: DA scenarios, the standard scenario (I) and the overlooked
domain mixture scenario in the two conﬁgurations (II), (III) investigated in
this paper.

Classifying objects from camera images is a very important
function for future intelligent systems. There is a natural
variance in the appearance of images that show objects, which
is strongly inﬂuenced by e. g. the environmental conditions or
the hardware they are captured with. A good classiﬁer has
to be invariant to such variations. In general, given a task
T , which is deﬁned by a label space Y, we like to predict
the label yi ∈ Y for a certain image. With a set of n sample
images X = {x1 , ..., xn } ∈ X , where X deﬁnes the multidimensional feature space of all possible image variations,
and corresponding labels Y = {y1 , ..., yn } ∈ Y, the goal of
training a classiﬁer is to approximate the actual conditional
probability distribution P (Y |X). This can be achieved by optimizing the parameters of the classiﬁer during training. When
training and test images differ systematically with respect to
data distributions, both datasets are said to come from different
domains. In this case, training and test domain are referred
to as source and target domain, with their belonging datasets
(X s , Y s ) and (X t , Y t ). X s and X t , deﬁne a subspace of
X and therefore cover only a subset of all possible image
variations, which can lead to a poor generalization among the
domains when training on a single domain. The application
of a system trained on the source domain to an unknown
target domain is called domain transfer and methods that
improve generalization to the unknown domains are referred
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Abstract—An image based object classiﬁcation system trained
on one domain usually shows decreased performance for other
domains if data distributions differ signiﬁcantly. There exist various domain adaptation approaches that improve generalization
between domains. However, those approaches consider during
transfer only the restricted setting where supervised samples of
all competing classes are available from the source domain. We
investigate here the more open and so far overlooked scenario,
where during training only a subset of all competing classes is
shown in one domain and another subset in another domain. We
show the unexpected tendency of a deep learning classiﬁer to use
the domain origin as a prominent feature, which is resulting in
a poor performance when testing on samples of unseen domainclass combinations. With an existing domain adaptation method
this issue can be overcome, while additional unsupervised data
of all unseen domain-class combinations is not essential. First
results of this overlooked scenario are extensively discussed on a
modiﬁed MNIST benchmark.
Index Terms—Domain Adaptation, Domain Mixture, CNN

to as domain adaptation (DA). Both, source and target domain
come with their related tasks T s = {Y s , P (Y s |X s )} and
T t = {Y t , P (Y t |X t )}, which are identical in classic DA, i. e.
T s = T t [1]–[3].
The standard case that is investigated in DA is the scenario
in which training images are available for all classes of the
source domain. In Fig. 1 (I), there are three domains d, with
A as the source domain. There are supervised samples for
all four classes in the source domain, represented as ’O’ and
unsupervised samples for the remaining domains, represented
as ’X’, of which only the domain label di is known.
The standard DA scenario postulates a highly regular assignment of supervised and unsupervised data in relation to
domains. There are, however, relevant applications where these
assumptions are not met. Consider a scenario of an ensemble
of service robots, performing object-related tasks in a building
and capable of object learning in interaction with users [4].
Each robot may have a limited work space and special camera
hardware, but still encounter similar objects across the building
and receive partial or overlapping supervised object training
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approach using deep architectures is to introduce additional
cost functions attached after a main feature extraction path
which are rating the general distance in feature space of source
and target domain samples [5], [15]–[17].
Besides the categorization regarding the availability of
labels in the target domain, DA approaches can also be
categorized by how entire domains are distributed over source
and target dataset in the experiments. Often only the transfer
from a single source domain to a single different target domain
is investigated, as e.g. [18]. Other approaches extend this by
including several source domains in the source dataset and
evaluating it on a single or several target domains in the target
dataset [9], [19], [20]. Rarely the case is investigated where
a domain from the target dataset was already included among
several other domains in the source dataset [21], or where
source and target domains are the same.
The domain mixture scenario that we investigate in this
paper (see Fig. 1 (II & III)) shares with all other DA approaches
the target to achieve a good generalization over the entire
domain-class space. A difference, however, is the fact that
there is no domain, of which supervised training samples for
all competing classes are available. Here, the notions source
and target domain are invalid. Regarding the categorization
based on the availability of the labeled data in the target dataset
the domain mixture scenario can be assigned to unsupervised
DA since there is no labeled data in our target dataset.
Therefore we chose to use the approach from [15] as an
exemplary unsupervised DA method. Similar unsupervised
approaches could also be used.

on some encounters. Additionally, unsupervised object images
are collected without labels. The overall goal is now to
optimize a global, domain invariant, object classiﬁer for all
robots. We call this underinvestigated DA scenario, which is
visualized in Fig. 1 (II & III), the domain mixture scenario.
We distinguish between the complete (II) and the sparse (III)
domain mixture scenario, where the domain-class space is
completely or sparsely covered by samples. Since source and
target domain here cannot be easily differentiated we are also
using the terms source and target dataset in the following.
In this paper we ﬁrst categorize related approaches on
the standard DA scenario based on the availability of label
information and the experimental treatment of multiple domains. We ﬁrst obtain baseline results of standard DA using
an established DA approach and the standard DA scenario
(I). We show that DA can have a negative inﬂuence if the
target dataset is implicitly included in the source dataset. After
that, we investigate extensively the complete domain mixture
scenario (II) and analyze the effect of DA in relation to the
optimal distribution of labels in the domain vs. class space for
good generalization. We ﬁnd that applying DA is essential for
avoiding poor generalization to unseen domain-class combinations. Finally, we investigate the relevance of unsupervised
samples ’X’ in the sparse domain mixture scenario (III). The
results show that even without any unsupervised samples DA
leads to improved performance.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In general previous DA approaches assume that the source
dataset includes one or several domains that are fully covered
by supervised samples for all classes. This allows to call the
dataset source domain(s), [5]–[7]. The existing DA approaches
can be categorized based on the availability of labeled data in
the target domain(s). The three groups here are supervised,
semi-supervised and unsupervised DA.
In the supervised DA approaches, [5], [6], [8] at least some
supervised training samples for all classes in the target domain
are available. This separates the group from optimization with
a standard training set where domains are not considered.
Often the limited target data is used to align features generated
by the feature extractor during optimization with the ones
generated by the same classes from the source domain [6].
In the semi-supervised case, [9]–[11], only a subset of
classes from the target domain is covered by supervised
samples and the rest with unsupervised samples, which makes
the generalization over the entire domain-class space more
challenging. The target data can be used for instance to
preserve relationships between this subset of classes across
source and target similar to supervised DA, combined with a
domain confusion loss which is used to align the extracted
features from source and target in general [11].
Most approaches, e. g. [7], [8], [12]–[14], can be categorized
into unsupervised DA (see Fig. 1 (I)). Here, the target domain
is covered only by unsupervised data, which makes the transfer
from source to target domain classes difﬁcult. Since here
class preserving methods can not be used at all, a common

III. E XPERIMENTS
Datasets: We use the MNIST dataset [22], deﬁned as S,
together with the MNIST-M [15] dataset, M , as domains d for
evaluation, d ∈ {S, M } (Fig. 2). The M dataset was originally
generated by randomly extracting patches from the BSDS500
dataset [23] while inverting pixels of the digit on each patch.
Compared to S this makes the M dataset more complex, since
there can also be digits with dark pixels on a bright background
together with hard edges within the shape of a digit as shown
in the examples. Overall, the variance of digit representations
in M is signiﬁcantly greater and therefore the S samples
might be covered in great parts by M . Given the task of
classifying the digit on each sample, the label space is deﬁned
as Y = {0, 1, ..., 9}. In the experiments we clearly separate
the pre-deﬁned train and test sets of MNIST. We are aware
that other typical DA datasets, [13], [24]–[26] provide more
challenging domain transfer scenarios, however, we started
with several hundred optimization runs on the MNIST data to
reveal the general difﬁculties of the domain mixture scenario.

S:
M:
Fig. 2. Datasets for evaluation: Standard MNIST (S) and MNIST-M (M).
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S TANDARD DA

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE MNIST DATASETS . T HE
RESULTS SHOW THE ACCURACY IN PERCENT ON THE TARGET TEST SETS .

I

Fig. 3. DA architecture similar to [15]. The shared feature extraction path
(green) is followed by the label classiﬁer (blue) and the domain classiﬁer (red)
which is connected via a gradient reversal layer (GRL).

Source:
Target:
Source only
DA [15]
Train on Target

Model Architecture and Evaluation Setup: As an exemplary
unsupervised DA method we use the deep architecture from
Ganin et al. [15], shown in Fig. 3. It has a shared feature
extraction path and two independent subsequent classiﬁcation
paths. While the upper path predicts the class label, the lower
path predicts the domain di of each sample. In this architecture
the domain invariance of the features is achieved by the
domain path with its gradient reversal layer (GRL) at the
connection of the shared feature path and the domain classiﬁer.
The GRL reverses the gradient from the domain classiﬁer and
therefore both together inhibit to learn domain speciﬁc features
in the shared feature path during backpropagation.
During batch-training each batch is composed of one half
supervised samples from the source dataset of which the labels
yi and di are known and one half unsupervised samples from
the target dataset of which only di is known. The entire batch
is used to train the domain classiﬁer, while the label classiﬁer
is optimized only with the supervised part. The shared feature
path is equally inﬂuenced by the gradients coming from
both subsequent branches during backpropagation. To support
ﬁnding a good solution, the inﬂuence of the domain path on
the shared feature path is adapted over time via the adaptation
factor λ, by which the gradient in the GRL is multiplied. For
that, λ is smoothly increased from 0 to 1 during training.
In all experiments the architecture was trained until convergence using the update strategy for the learning-rate μ and the
adaptation factor λ as described in [15]. Similar to [15] we also
used an initial learning-rate of μ = 0.01 and applied dropout
in the fully-connected layers. The batch-size was chosen
differently with 64 samples and soft-max was applied to the
output of both classiﬁers. Instead of Caffe we implemented the
architecture with the deep learning framework TensorFlow.

S
M

M
S

S + M
S + M

54.6
76.3
96.2

97.6
96.3
99.2

97.8
96.5
97.8

numbers are the accuracy on the test set of the target domain.
For the classic transfer S → M , with S being the source
domain and M the target domain, the results are given in
column 1. The very low accuracy of only 54.6 % for ’Source
only’ reﬂects that the architecture is not forced to learn domain
invariant ﬁlters. This is due to the low variance in appearance
of the digits in the source domain samples. Applying DA
in this scenario leads to a great gain in performance to an
accuracy of 76.3 %. Here, we can see the positive inﬂuence
of the domain classiﬁer path on the feature extractor, which
guides the features to become more invariant of domains. We
could not fully reproduce the results for this experiment as
given in [15], where they reached 81.5 %, and trace this back
to differences in the deep learning framework. However, the
general tendency of the results is visible and sufﬁcient for further experiments. The upper baseline ’Train on Target’ shows
with 96.2 % accuracy which performance can be reached if
training and test are done on M .
For the transfer M → S, a very high accuracy can already
be reached without DA when training only on M , as shown in
the second column of Table I. This is due to the fact that the
appearance of samples from S is already covered in great parts
by M . Using additionally DA, the average performance even
slightly reduces, which can be traced back to the inﬂuence
of the additional loss from the domain path. In the given
domain constellation, the application of the approach of [15],
and possibly of similar unsupervised DA methods in general,
puts an unneeded constraint on the features learned in the
shared feature path and hinders to learn optimal features.
In the ﬁnal standard DA experiment we want to investigate a
rather unusual transfer with (S + M ) → (S + M ). The target
is to evaluate the effects of applying DA although source and
target domain are identical, which can occur when details
about dataset distributions are unknown. The performance
of the baseline results, which of course are the same, show
the expected behavior by lying approximately in the middle
between ’Train on Target’ of S → M and M → S. Again, for
DA the accuracy drops slightly in comparison to the baselines.
We explain this once more with the additional, unnecessary
constraint that is put on the features by the gradient coming
from the domain classiﬁer. To summarize the results from this
and the previous transfer, we can see, that DA, as used here,
can have a negative inﬂuence if being unaware that source
and target domain are the same or one domain is implicitly
included in another domain, as it was the case with M → S.

A. Standard Domain Adaptation (I)
We will ﬁrst reproduce selected results from [15] which will
later be used for comparison to our newly deﬁned domain mixture scenario. For the standard DA we repeat each experiment
ten times and report the averaged accuracy.
The results of our standard DA experiments, corresponding
to Fig. 1 (I) with ten classes and two domains are shown in
Table I. Here the standard notions of source and target domain
are valid, since entire domains are covered by supervised
training samples for all competing classes. For each transfer
we report three results, the DA result following the method of
[15] and two baselines without DA. These are ’Source only’,
where training is performed only on the training data of the
source domain, and ’Train on Target’, where training is done
only on the training data of the target domain. The reported
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set, we can see a remarkably bad performance in accuracy
on the test samples of the classes Ȳd , i. e. the domain-class
combinations that were not involved during optimization at all.
The accuracy over the entire test set (Avg.) is only at 15.8 %.
This weak performance is surprising since one could expect
that the classiﬁer already knows how to handle samples from
both domains, as during training the classiﬁer has seen already
all domains and all classes. In comparison to the standard DA
experiment S → M for ’Source only’, where the training set
only included a single domain with all classes, the expected
accuracy for the experiments here would have been higher.
Due to the unexpected weak performance, we investigated
the errors that were done by the optimized classiﬁer further
and found, that the wrong classiﬁed digit samples of the test
set classes Ȳd of one domain are mostly mixed up with classes
Yd of the same domain that were shown during training.
This is obviously because the classiﬁer is using the domain
characteristics as an additional powerful feature that allows
a simpliﬁed classiﬁcation of the given training set. For the
training data, it is sufﬁcient to identify the domain origin of
each sample, i. e. to split the data into two groups for the two
domains, and then based on that, classify which digit is shown.
This simpliﬁes the classiﬁcation, since after the pre-grouping,
the classiﬁcation only needs to be made among ﬁve classes
instead of ten, for the case of |Yd | = 5. However, this learned
pre-grouping is harmful when it comes to the classiﬁcation of
the unseen domain-class combinations in the test set as we
can see at the poor accuracy of our experiments.
To quantify the inﬂuence of this pre-grouping, we deﬁne the
subset confusion SuCo(Ȳd ) for a given test set of the classes
Ȳd with samples i, the given ground-truth labels yi and the
predicted labels yi as:

DA [15]

100 %

6
|Yd |

7

8

(# sv classes/domain)

9

0%

5

6
|Yd |

7

8

9

(# sv classes/domain)

Fig. 4. ’Source only’ and DA results for the accuracy on Ȳd and the subset
confusion SuCo(Ȳd ). During optimization of the architecture, the training
set, i. e. source dataset for DA, was composed of supervised (sv) samples
from S for the classes YS , and sv samples from M for YM . For DA all
domain-class combinations that were not in the source dataset were involved
unsupervised during optimization.

B. Complete Domain Mixture Scenario (II)
After investigating the standard DA scenario (I), we evaluate the more open domain mixture scenario in its complete
conﬁguration illustrated in Fig. 1 (II). The target here is to
see how it behaves with and without DA and to answer the
question how labels should be distributed in the domain-class
space. In these experiments, the source dataset is composed of
supervised samples from the subset of classes YS ⊆ Y from
the S dataset and the subset of classes YM ⊆ Y from the
M dataset. We ensure that the union of both covers all digit
classes, i. e. YS ∪ YM = Y. Further, we keep both always of
the same cardinality, i. e. p = |YS | = |YM |. According to these
constraints, the possible cardinalities can only be in the range
of 5 ≤ p ≤ 10. For p > 5 this means there are supervised
samples for certain classes from both domains in the training
set. The case p = 10 has already been covered by the standard
DA experiment (S + M ) → (S + M ).
The target dataset consists of unsupervised samples for
all domain-class combinations not in the source dataset, i. e.
ȲS = Y \ YS and ȲM = Y \ YM . The subsets ȲS and ȲM
also deﬁne the test classes on which we evaluate our optimized
architectures, with and without DA. The evaluation was done
dependent on the number of supervised classes per domain
p = |Yd | with d ∈ {S, M }. For every cardinality we did 35
experiments, choosing each time random classes in Yd .
The results for the ’Source only’ and DA experiments are
shown in the upper two plots of Fig. 4. Looking at the results
of ’Source only’ for a subset size of |Yd | = 5, where we do not
have any overlapping classes of the two domains in the training

SuCo(Ȳd ) =

|{i | yi ∈ Ȳd , yi ∈ Yd }|
|{i | yi ∈ Ȳd }|

(1)

Here, a value of 0 means that all the predicted classes of
the test samples are in the correct subset Ȳd . However, this
does not necessarily mean that the prediction was correct. A
value of 1 would mean that all test samples were mixed up
with classes from the subset that was included in the source
dataset. In this case no prediction is correct.
In the bottom plots of Fig. 4 we show the subset confusion
for our experiments. For the case of |Yd | = 5 the subset
confusion is very high and explains the low accuracy of this
constellation. Comparing the graphs of the accuracy and the
subset confusion, we can see that the subset confusion is
basically the vertically ﬂipped graph of the accuracy. This indicates, that most classiﬁcation errors are due to the confusion
of the subsets and therefore due to the learned pre-grouping.
With an increasing number of supervised classes per domain
|Yd |, the accuracy on the unseen domain-class samples goes
up to 66 % over all test samples. We assume this is mainly
caused by the increased overlap of classes in YS and YM in
the training set. With such an overlap the gain of the classiﬁer
using the domain origin as additional feature is reduced and
leads to the classiﬁer focusing more on the actual shape
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III
20 %
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DA [15], adapt. batch-size

100 %
Accuracy on Ȳd

feature of the digits, which in turn also effects features learned
for the domain exclusive classes. In general, the experiments
here showed again the difference in difﬁculty of the two
used domains since the accuracy on the unseen domain-class
samples of S is always higher in comparison to M .
Using the DA method [15] we can see at the accuracy shown
in the top right plot of Fig. 4 that already at |Yd | = 5, without
any overlap in supervised samples, the average performance is
with 86 % very high. This result is in line with the expectations
by being exactly in the middle of the standard experiments
S → M and M → S when DA is applied. The domain classiﬁer path obviously largely inhibits to learn the mentioned
pre-grouping of the training samples. The results for the
increased cardinalities show that the accuracy is approximately
independent of an increasing overlap of classes in YS and YM .
This is surprising since a similar effect to the experiments
without DA could have been expected.
A general conclusion that can be drawn from the complete
domain mixture experiments (II) and the standard DA experiments (I) with regard to the service robot setting from Fig. 1
is that if the variance in appearance of classes within the
domains is known, then providing the labels to the domain
with the highest variance achieves the best performance (see
S → M vs. M → S). This does not necessarily have to be
combined with DA. However, if there is no information about
the variance in class representations within the domains and
goal is to keep the minimal performance as high as possible,
it is better to distribute the labels among the different domains
and combine this with DA to avoid the pre-grouping effect.
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Fig. 5. Investigation of the necessity of unsupervised samples in the chosen
DA approach for a ﬁxed number of supervised classes per domain |Yd | = 5.
The right plots show the result for an adapted batch-size, where the appearance
frequency of domain-class combinations in the batch is balanced. Bottom: Split
up of the upper results into actual unseen and unsupervised (usv) domain-class
combinations during training.

without additional unsupervised data. The domain path of the
architecture is obviously capable of partially breaking up the
pre-grouping, only with the help of the supervised samples
included in the source dataset. Overall, we can see from this
plot also the expected increase in accuracy with an increasing
number of unsupervised domain-class combinations.
Another outcome of these experiments is shown in the
bottom left plot of Fig. 5. Here we split up the test accuracy
into Ȳd usv and Ȳd unseen . For the samples of the unsupervised
classes of M , the performance is independent of |Ȳd usv |
constantly slightly better than for the samples from the unseen
classes. This is an expected result since the unsupervised
classes were already involved in the optimization of the
architecture. Surprisingly, for the S domain, we can see that
the accuracy on ȲS usv is constantly below ȲS unseen . This effect
is very pronounced for small |Ȳd usv |. We explain this effect
by the simplicity of the S dataset on which already using
samples from M a good accuracy can be achieved (see Table I,
column 2). Therefore, adding a domain classiﬁer with an
additional constraint on the learned domain-class combinations
can possibly have a negative inﬂuence.
To investigate the reason for this unexpected result further, we had a look at the batches used during training. As
mentioned in the introduction of the architecture, the second
half of each batch is ﬁlled up with samples of the available
unsupervised samples, of which only the domain label di is
known. For the experiments here, this can lead to a strong
imbalance among all domain-class combinations when training
the domain classiﬁer. This means that for a batch-size of

C. Sparse Domain Mixture Scenario (III)
Since in the complete domain mixture scenario (II) all
domains are already represented with supervised samples ’O’
in the training set, the question arises how many or if any
additional unsupervised samples ’X’ are necessary at all.
The domain classiﬁer can already be trained only on the
supervised samples included in the training set. Furthermore,
the sparse conﬁguration of the domain mixture scneario (III)
is closer to the introduced real-world example. In our previous
experiments, Ȳd always represented all unsupervised (usv)
domain-class combinations during training, i. e. Ȳd = Ȳd usv .
Now we deﬁne Ȳd = Ȳd usv ∪ Ȳd unseen , where Ȳd unseen stands
for the domain-class combinations that were not shown during
optimization at all. We investigated the necessity of additional unsupervised samples for the ﬁxed number of supervised classes per domain |Yd | = 5 and did experiments for
|Ȳd usv | ∈ {0, ..., 5}.
The results for these experiments are shown in the plots
of Fig. 5. Here |Ȳd usv | = 5 corresponds to the result of (II)
with DA and |Yd | = 5. In the top left plot we can see at
|Ȳd usv | = 0, the case where no additional unsupervised data
is added. If we compare the average accuracy of 57.9 %, with
the average accuracy of 15.8 % for ’Source only’ at |Yd | = 5
in Fig. 4, which has the same training set constellation, we
can see a clear gain in accuracy. This supports the use
of the DA method in the domain mixture scenario, even
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great variance in class appearances. Then it is most beneﬁcial
to label only the classes of the domain with higher variance.
In further experiments it needs to be investigated whether the
results also hold for datasets where the domain separation is
not as clear as in the investigated MNIST datasets.

64 samples and ten supervised domain-class combinations,
each supervised combination appears on average 3.2 times in
the ﬁrst half of the batch. If we follow for the experiments
here the procedure to ﬁll up the second half of each batch
with the unsupervised domain-class combinations, we generate an imbalance within the batch regarding the appearance
frequency. With less unsupervised than supervised domainclass combinations the unsupervised samples appear with a
higher frequency, which can have a misleading effect during
optimization. Therefore, we chose a heuristic to determine
the batch-size for each experiment individually. To keep the
average appearance of 3.2 times per domain-class combination we increase the batch-size starting from 32 samples by
approximately 3.2 samples for each additional unsupervised
combination. According to the increase of the number of
unsupervised classes per domain |Ȳd usv | this leads to the batchsizes BS ∈ {32, 38, 45, 51, 58, 64}. Note that this heuristic
does not necessarily deﬁne the optimum solution. The results
in the right plots of Fig. 5 show that the general accuracy for all
affected experiments can further be improved by adapting the
batch-size. Nevertheless, as shown in the bottom right plot, the
described effect that ȲS usv is constantly below ȲS unseen could
only be reduced but not avoided completely.
Strictly speaking the applied adaptation of the batch-sizes
would also have been necessary for the DA experiments in
Fig. 4, since for |Yd | > 5 such an imbalance exists as well.
However, note, this adaptation is hardly to realize in a realworld scenario when the number of represented classes in the
unsupervised data is unknown.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated the so far overlooked scenario of domain mixture in DA, where the assumption is
that several domains are represented with supervised samples
in the training set, but no domain is fully represented by
supervised samples for all competing classes. We elaborated
that this is a relevant real world scenario that can occur for
instance in human-multi-robot interaction. Given the domain
mixture scenario in the domain-class space, we showed with
the example of MNIST data that a CNN classiﬁer pregroups the training samples by their domain origin and uses
this as a strong feature for classiﬁcation, which makes a
generalization to unseen domain-class combinations hardly
possible. However, when using the DA method of [15], which
makes use of additional unsupervised domain-class samples
of the unseen combinations, we saw that the pre-grouping
can be inhibited, even without any overlapping supervised
samples from both domains. Further we showed, that not all
possible unsupervised domain-class combinations need to be
included during training. Therefore we state, if being limited
to labeling only certain domain-class combinations, and the
goal is to achieve always the highest minimal performance, it
is better to distribute the labels among the different domains,
i. e. generating the domain mixture scenario, and to combine
this together with DA. As we have shown in our experiments,
doing so is only harmful if one of the domains covers already a
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